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Abstract

Live unattenuated vaccines (LUVs) have been neglected for decades, due to wide-

spread prejudice against their safety, even though they have successfully controlled

yellow fever and adenovirus infection in humans as well as rinderpest and infectious

bursal disease in animals. This review elucidated that LUVs could be highly safe with

selective use of neutralizing antivirus antibodies, natural antiglycan antibodies,

nonantibody antivirals, and ectopic inoculation. Also, LUVs could be of high efficacy,

high development speed, and high production efficiency, with the development of

humanized monoclonal antibodies and other modern technologies. They could

circumvent antibody‐dependent enhancement and maternal‐derived antibody

interference. With these important advantages, LUVs could be more powerful than

other vaccines for controlling some viral diseases, and they warrant urgent

investigation with animal experiments and clinical trials for defeating the COVID‐19
pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus SARS‐CoV‐2.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The whole world is eagerly waiting for safe and effective vaccines to

control the COVID‐19 pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus

SARS‐CoV‐2.1‐3 However, there could be multiple pitfalls for devel-

opment of a qualified COVID‐19 vaccine, as indicated by decades of

research on vaccines against animal coronaviruses and other human

coronaviruses.4,5

Vaccines for viral diseases include whole‐virus vaccines and

subunit vaccines.2‐15 Whole‐virus vaccines harbor live vaccines and

inactivated vaccines, and subunit vaccines rely on virion subunits

presented by proteins, DNA, messenger RNA (mRNA), viral vectors,

or antigen process cells (APCs).3‐6 Live vaccines, which are usually

more efficient and less costly, prevent 13 human viral diseases, much

more than those prevented by inactivated vaccines (n = 6) or subunit

vaccines (n = 4).10‐12 However, as of 6 August 2020, no live vaccines,

but six inactivated vaccines, and 25 subunit vaccines (seven protein‐
based, five DNA‐based, six mRNA‐based, four viral vector‐based, and
three APC‐based) have entered clinical trials for COVID‐19.3

Live vaccines are live attenuated vaccines (LAVs), with some

exceptions of live unattenuated vaccines (LUVs).12‐21 LAVs are

excellent in efficacy and cost, but they are time‐consuming in

development and dangerous to those with immunodeficiency.

They also have the risk of pathogenic reversion.13‐15 Surprisingly,

as elucidated below, LUVs could circumvent these disadvantages

of LAVs. LUVs have successfully controlled multiple viral dis-

eases,16‐21 and could carry other important advantages. There-

fore, LUVs could be powerful for controlling viral diseases,

including COVID‐19. However, due to widespread prejudice

against the safety of LUVs, the great potential of LUVs has been

neglected for decades.

2 | SAFETY MECHANISMS

Like LAVs, LUVs inhibit viral replication and thus minimize viral pa-

thogenesis and save time for the rising of acquired immunity. Unlike

LAVs, which rely on genomic mutations to inhibit viral replication,
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LUVs inhibit viral replication through one or more mechanisms other

than genomic changes, as shown in Figure 1.

2.1 | Antivirus antibody

This mechanism was discovered one century ago and possibly began

with the control of rinderpest, which caused many deaths of cattle

and buffalo worldwide six decades ago.18,19 In the 1890s, Russian and

South African scientists independently discovered that antibody‐
containing immune serum taken from recovered animals and

virus‐containing blood taken from infected animals, when given

simultaneously, could safely induce long‐term immunity to rinder-

pest. This led to the birth of the antivirus antibody (AVA) LUV for

rinderpest, and application of this vaccine eliminated rinderpest from

southern Africa in 1905 and Russia in 1928.18,19 Later, this LUV was

replaced with a LAV not requiring immune sera for production.

A limited supply of neutralizing AVA or immune sera has thwarted

the application of AVA LUVs for long.16‐19 As elucidated below,

humanized monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) can solve this problem and

rejuvenate AVA LUVs.

Another AVA LUV was used successfully in controlling yellow

fever in the 1930s.16,17 Yellow fever is endemic in many countries in

Africa and America for centuries and causes ∼30 000 deaths annually

in recent years.16 The LUC virus was a neurotropic strain, which

grew in mouse brains and could cause severe systemic infection and

encephalitis.16 The LUV was prepared by mixing the live virus with

immune serum collected from recovered people. A researcher was

first inoculated with this vaccine in 1931. He was working at the

Rockefeller Institute, where five researchers had died of the disease

for developing yellow fever vaccines. He was hospitalized under

strict isolation after the inoculation, and he did not show any

symptoms. Then, his colleagues at the Rockefeller Institute were all

vaccinated with the vaccine and safely obtained adequate immunity

against the deadly disease. Then, this vaccine was safely used in

the Western Hemisphere and England for several years.16 Later, this

LUV was replaced with a LAV not requiring immune sera for

production.16,17

Currently, an AVA LUV has been used successfully from the

1990s for the control of infectious bursal disease, an economically

significant disease that affects chickens worldwide.20,21 This LUV is a

cocktail of a live pathogenic infectious bursal disease virus (IBDV)

mixed with anti‐IBDV antibodies derived from hyperimmunized

chicken sera. It is administered subcutaneously to day‐old chicks

even in the presence of maternally derived antibodies (MDA). This

LUV was found to be equal to or better than that of conventional

LAVs in efficacy.20,21 The success of this LUV indicates a potential

approach to circumventing the MDA interference, which is a problem

in vaccination against multiple viral diseases.

As per this mechanism, the live vaccine virus is mixed with en-

ough neutralizing AVAs to form the virus‐antibody immune com-

plexes, which inhibit the viral pathogenesis via three routes

(Figure 1): blocking the virus to bind to its receptors on target cells,

and thus blocking the viral entry and replication22‐24; activating the

complement system to destroy the virus, via the binding of the an-

tibody Fc fragments to complement proteins25; presenting the virus

to immune cells and aiding them to destroy the virus, via the binding

of the antibody Fc fragments to the Fc receptors on the immune

cells.26‐31 The virus could be destroyed through antibody‐dependent
cell‐mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) of natural killer cells and

antibody‐dependent cellular phagocytosis (ADCP) of macrophages,

dendritic cells, and other APCs.26‐28

F IGURE 1 Safety mechanisms of live unattenuated vaccines based on antivirus antibodies, antiglycan antibodies, nonantibody antivirals, or
ectopic inoculation
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In principle, AVA LUVs apply to all viruses except a few, such as

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and African swine fever

virus,32‐34 which can replicate efficiently in some immune cells car-

rying the Fc receptors, because AVA could aid the live pathogenic

virus to enter and replicate in these cells through the Fc receptors.

The AVAs used for AVA LUV production are from the plasma or

serum of recovered or vaccinated homologous hosts, which are of

limited supply and contamination risk.16‐21 Humanized mAbs could

be employed for the production of AVA LUVs because they can ef-

ficiently inhibit viral replication and aid complements and immune

cells to destroy relevant viruses, and have been used successfully in

the therapy of related viral diseases.23,24,29,30,35 Moreover, the pro-

duction of humanized mAbs has been highly efficient at relatively low

cost.24,35 One liter of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell culture can

produce 1 to 10 g humanized mAbs,35 and thus 10 L of CHO cell

culture could supply AVA for one million doses of an AVA LUV

(<10μg/dose).9,10 Therefore, this technology can rejuvenate AVA

LUVs for preventing viral diseases.

To enhance the safety of LUVs based on humanized mAbs, it is

better to use two or more humanized neutralizing mAbs targeting

different epitopes for the production of an AVA LUV, like simulta-

neous use of handcuffs and fetters to lock some people and safely

prevent them from committing crimes.

2.2 | Antiglycan antibody

This mechanism is the same as AVA, except that the involved anti-

bodies are antiglycan antibodies (AGAs), which are naturally abun-

dant in hosts, usually due to frequent antigenic stimulation of

gastrointestinal bacteria carrying the glycans.12,36 AGAs produced in

humans target over 100 kinds of glycans, including α1,3‐galactose
(αGal) and N‐5‐glycolyl‐neuraminic acid.31,37 Of these AGAs, anti‐
αGal antibodies (anti‐αGal‐Abs) are the most abundant in humans,

constituting ~1% of serum immunoglobulin G (IgG).33,37 Anti‐αGal‐
Abs also exist as IgA and IgG in milk, colostrum, saliva, and bile.38

Thus, anti‐αGal‐Abs are the most suitable for human AGA

LUVs.12,36‐53

Enveloped viruses replicating in cells of humans, apes, Old‐World

monkeys lack αGal glycans (αGal‐Gs) because genomic mutations

inactivated the enzyme α1,3 galactosyltransferase (α1,3GT) in these

cells.36,39 In contrast, enveloped viruses replicating in cells replicating

nonprimate mammals, lemurs, or New‐World monkeys carry αGal

glycans (αGal‐Gs) because these cells express active α1,3GT.12,36,39

These viruses can bind to anti‐αGal‐Abs, and thus they can be used

for producing AGA LUVs for humans.

Like AVA LUVs, AGA LUVs inhibit viral replication through three

routes: blocking the viral entry, aiding complements to destroy the

virus, and aiding immune cells to destroy the virus (Figure 1). For

example, in vitro incubation of eastern equine encephalitis virus‐
carrying αGal‐Gs with human anti‐αGal‐Abs blocked the replication

of ∼50% of the virions in Vero cells, whereas such inhibition was not

detected with the virus lacking αGal‐Gs.36,42 It has been found that

anti‐αGal‐Abs can aid complements to destroy over ten species of

viruses carrying αGal‐Gs,36,42‐48 and aid immune cells to kill HIV‐1
through ADCC and ADCP.49 Multiple studies demonstrated that

anti‐αGal‐Abs could even aid immune cells to kill cancer cells and

play a key role in rejecting xenografts carrying αGal‐Gs through

ADCC.36,50

AGA LUVs have not been marketed for control of viral diseases,

but AGAs probably have protected humans for millions of years

against infectious diseases caused by viruses from nonprimate

animals.12,36‐49 This protection process involves virus killing and viral

antigen‐capture aided by AGA (Figure 1), and should induce certainly

acquired immunity against these viruses. Therefore, many people

have been naturally inoculated with AGA LUVs against various

viruses, although the doses might be too low to induce strong

acquired immunity.

Although AGA LUVs can form the immune complexes in vivo

postinoculation, the vaccine virus should be mixed with AGAs during

the vaccine production, to ensure that the immune complexes of

AGAs and the live vaccine virus are well‐formed in time in all vaccine

recipients.12,36

Unlike AVAs, AGAs are naturally available and can bind to many

species of viruses, if they replicate in proper cell lines and present the

target glycans.36‐51 However, their antiviral efficacy could be lower

than that of neutralizing AVAs. Therefore, AGA LUVs could cause

diseases in some cases. Usually, they should be used along with other

safety mechanisms.

2.3 | Nonantibody antiviral

As per this mechanism, replication of the live vaccine virus is in-

hibited by an antiviral, which could be a chemical, peptide, or med-

icinal herb. Unlike antibodies, the antiviral is unable to aid

complements or immune cells to destroy the virus, but able to inhibit

the viral entry, genome synthesis, protein cleavage, or virion

assembly, and thus inhibits the virus replication (Figure 1).54

Antivirals have cured many people infected with viruses and help

them acquire specific immunity against the viruses. Otherwise, these

people could have died of the infections. Therefore, many people

have been naturally inoculated with nonantibody antiviral (NAA)

LUVs against various viruses with various safety and efficacy,

although no NAA LUVs have been marketed.

Currently, around 90 NAAs have been approved for the therapy

of viral diseases.55 With computer modeling and other modern

technologies, the discovery and marketing of efficacious antivirals

will be accelerated.56,57 This will offer more opportunities for the

development of NAA LUVs.

Notably, effective antivirals could be ineffective for curing pa-

tients with viral diseases.13 This is because, for instance, an effective

antiviral that can effectively inhibit the replication of SARS‐CoV‐2,
could not repair the damages in some organs caused by the viral

replication. On the other side, complete inhibition of SARS‐CoV‐2
from the very beginning of the infection with an antiviral can prevent
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COVID‐19, even if the antiviral has limited efficacy to repair the

damages caused by the viral replication. Therefore, remdesivir and

chloroquine phosphate could be used for COVID‐19 NAA LUVs as

they effectively inhibit the viral replication, although they are not

highly effective for curing COVID‐19 patients.13,58‐60

NAA LUVs could cause diseases in some cases. Usually, they

should be used along with other safety mechanisms.

2.4 | Ectopic inoculation

This mechanism has been applied safely for 40 years for preventing

adenovirus‐associated acute respiratory disease in United States

recruits, using two wild‐type adenoviruses inoculated enterally to

bypass the pathogenesis site of the lungs.13,61,62 This ETI LUV safely

reduced clinical cases caused by types 4 and 7 adenoviruses in

United States recruits by over 99%.62

Beyond enteral inoculation, we recently proposed that in-

tramuscular inoculation of a respiratory virus could also reduce its pa-

thogenesis (Figure 2).12 If the live vaccine is inoculated nasally, the live

vaccine virus can attach directly to and replicate efficiently in its fa-

vorite cells. In contrast, if the live vaccine is inoculated intramuscularly,

immune molecules and cells of the whole body, particularly those in the

circulation system, could readily identify, capture, and destroy the in-

jected virus. Therefore, the live virus could have limited chances to

replicate in humans, and their limited replication is also inhibited by

innate immunity of the whole body. To test this mechanism, mice were

inoculated with 106 50% egg‐infective dose (EID50) of H5N6

subtype of the avian influenza virus through nasal and intramuscular

administration.12 All the mice inoculated nasally developed severe

pneumonia and encephalitis with the mortality of 70%, while all the

mice inoculated intramuscularly maintained health throughout the ex-

periment and produced adequate immunity against nasal challenge with

108 EID50 of the same virus.12

ETI is readily available but may only be suitable to respiratory

viruses. ETI LUVs could cause diseases in some cases, and usually,

they should be used along with other safety mechanisms, except that

their safety has been well‐confirmed through animal experiments and

clinical trials.

3 | ADVANTAGES

LUVs could have multiple important advantages over other vaccines.

3.1 | High safety

AVA LUVs using humanized neutralizing mAbs could be safer than

LAVs because the live virus is always bound with the neutralizing

antibodies, like people locked in handcuffs and fetters. Therefore,

they could be used in humans with immunodeficiency. This is sup-

ported by multiple studies showing that humanized neutralizing

mAbs effectively blocked infection and suppressed viremia in rhesus

macaques and humans with immunodeficiency.29,30 As demonstrated

by the LUV for adenovirus infection, LUVs based on other safety

mechanisms could also have adequate safety, particularly when two

or more safety mechanisms are used simultaneously. Notably, animal

experiments and clinical trials should be conducted to confirm

whether a LUV is safe adequately.9‐13

3.2 | High efficacy

Usually, LAVs are more efficacious than inactivated vaccines and

subunit vaccines, and LUVs could be more efficacious than LAVs

because their antigenic epitopes are the same as those of the wild‐
type viruses. This is supported by the experiments, which showed

that influenza LAVs based on rare codons without changes in an-

tigenic epitopes were more efficacious than influenza cold‐
adapted LAVs with changes in antigenic epitopes.63 High efficacy

of some LUVs was also demonstrated by the fact that the past

three influenza pandemics, which could be considered as mass

vaccination with influenza LUVs, all eliminated one ingrained

subtype of influenza virus sharing the same subtype or some

genomic segments with the pandemic virus from humans.64 Fur-

thermore, AVA LUVs and AGA LUVs can enhance their efficacy

through immune opsonization: via the binding of the antibody Fc

fragments to the Fc receptors on APCs; the antibodies assist APCs

to capture, process, and present relevant antigenic epitopes to

T and B cells.27,31,51‐53

F IGURE 2 Differences between nasal and intramuscular
inoculation of a respiratory virus
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3.3 | High development speed

LUVs could be developed rapidly in many countries because they

neither require time‐consuming and technology‐requiring attenua-

tion of the virus, nor raise concern regarding pathogenic reversion.

Development of AVA LUVs or NAA LUVs can be accelerated if re-

levant humanized neutralizing mAbs or effective antivirals have been

available. AGA LUVs and ETI LUVs could be developed more rapidly,

as these mechanisms are naturally available.12

3.4 | High production efficiency

LUVs could be produced efficiently, like LAVs. For instance, around

10 billion virions are required for producing one dose of inactivated

influenza vaccine, and these virions could be used for producing 1000

doses of LUVs or LAVs.12,63

3.5 | Avoiding vaccination pitfalls

As LUVs could be highly efficacious, they have the potential to cir-

cumvent the vaccination risk of antibody‐dependent enhancement

(ADE), a major potential pitfall for vaccine development.60,65 ADE is a

mechanism through which dengue viruses, feline coronaviruses, SARS

coronavirus, and HIV viruses take advantage of low levels of antiviral

antibodies to infect host cells.65 Moreover, AVA LUVs and AGA LUVs

could circumvent the interference of MDA, as indicated by the AVA

LUV used for chicken infectious bursal disease.20,21 Meanwhile, the

protection effect of MDA could be unaffected with inoculation of

AVA LUVs, as the LUVs can be bound with neutralizing antibodies

before inoculation, and the vaccine virus cannot replicate efficiently

in vivo. This is different from LAV inoculation, which usually con-

sumes MDA significantly and thus reduces the protection effect of

MDA against the relevant disease. Consequently, LAV recipients

could be more susceptible to the disease for some days after LAV

inoculation than before the inoculation. This could be another reason

why LUVs could be safer than LAVs.

4 | APPLICATIONS

With the above important advantages, LUVs could be powerful for

controlling COVID‐19. AVA LUVs for COVID‐19 could be the safest

and most efficient. Currently, over 60 humanized neutralizing mAbs

have been under investigation for the therapy of COVID‐19,3,22‐24

greatly facilitating the development of AVA LUVs for COVID‐19. As
humanized mAbs are usually produced using murine CHO cells,22

they carry αGal glycans and can bind to anti‐Gal‐Abs, which are

abundant in humans.66 Moreover, LUVs can be inoculated in-

tramuscularly. Therefore, the AVA LUVs can simultaneously utilize

the mechanisms of AGA and ETI, further securing the safety and

efficacy of the vaccines.

The simplest COVID‐19 LUVs rely on the mechanisms of AGA

and ETI. These LUVs could be as simple as intramuscular inoculation

of live SARS‐CoV‐2, which is produced using porcine PK‐15 cells and

thus carries αGal‐Gs.12 It is highly recommended that, during the

vaccine production, the live virus is mixed with AGA purified from

human sera, to ensure that the immune complexes of AGA and

SARS‐CoV‐2 are well‐formed in time.12 Although AGA LUVs could be

less safe than AVA LUVs, they could be safe adequately for

COVID‐19, and they can be developed and produced in many more

countries with much higher efficiency. Notably, not only vaccine

safety and efficacy, but also vaccine development speed and pro-

duction efficiency are important for reducing deaths and losses

caused by COVID‐19.13,67

LUVs can be employed for the prevention of other viral dis-

eases, such as respiratory syncytial virus infection, the leading

cause of viral lower respiratory tract infection in children.68,69

Tremendous efforts have not succeeded so far in marketing a

vaccine for this disease. Multiple humanized neutralizing mAbs

have been approved as therapeutics of this disease, and potential

NAAs against this virus have also been reported.68,69 These agents

greatly facilitate the development of AVA LUVs or NAA LUVs for

this respiratory disease. Again, AVA LUVs could be the safest and

most efficacious for this disease, and they could simultaneously

utilize the mechanisms of AGA and ETI. The AVA LUVs could

circumvent the ADE pitfall and the MDA interference, both of

which have been observed with this disease.70

5 | CONCLUSIONS

This article elucidates that LUVs could be highly safe with selective

use of neutralizing AVAs, natural AGAs, NAAs, and ETI. It also sug-

gests that LUVs could be of high efficacy, high development speed,

and high production efficiency, with the aid of modern technologies.

They could circumvent antibody‐dependent enhancement and MDA

interference. With these important advantages, LUVs could be more

potent than other vaccines for controlling some viral diseases, and

they warrant urgent investigation using animal experiments and

clinical trials for defeating the COVID‐19 pandemic.
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